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Introduction to this Guide

What’s new in BIG-IP version 4.6
The BIG-IP software version 4.6 release includes a number of new features.
These features include enhancements to CRL authentication, SSL proxy
re-encryption, and ICMP message handling.
The new features in this release are documented either in this guide or in the
release note for BIG-IP software version 4.6. For a complete list of the new
features in this release, see the release note.
The new features documented in this guide are:
◆

SSL proxy selective encryption
SSL proxy server-side re-encryption at the pool level allows you to
override the re-encryption option for selected pools. This is useful for
configurations that include a local pool that does not require server-side
re-encryption and a remote pool that requires server-side re-encryption.
For more information, see Chapter 2, SSL Proxy Selective Re-encryption.

◆

Node counting
This release includes the active_nodes function which indicates how
many nodes are available in a pool. The active_nodes function is useful
for configuring rules that send traffic to a particular pool based on how
many nodes are available in that pool. For more information, see Chapter
3, Node Counting Rule Function.

◆

CRL authentication enhancements
This release includes enhancements to CRL functionality including the
addition of CRL management using distribution points and a
configurable update interval that refreshes CRLs at a specified interval.
For more information, see Chapter 4, CRL Authentication Enhancements.
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Using this guide
Before using this guide, it is helpful to understand how the guide relates to
other BIG-IP documentation. It is also helpful to understand the stylistic
conventions that appear throughout the text.

Scope of this guide
This guide documents only those new features that are included in the
BIG-IP version 4.6 release. You should therefore use this guide in
conjunction with the complete set of product documentation that applies to
the BIG-IP version 4.6 release.
The BIG-IP version 4.6 documentation set comprises these documents:
◆

Platform Guide version 4.5
This guide includes information about the BIG-IP unit. It also contains
important environmental warnings.

◆

BIG-IP Solutions Guide version 4.5
This guide provides examples of common load balancing solutions.

◆

BIG-IP Reference Guide version 4.5
This guide provides detailed configuration information for the BIG-IP
system. It also provides syntax information for bigpipe commands, other
command line utilities, configuration files, system utilities, and
monitoring and administration information.

◆

Link Controller Solutions Guide version 4.5
This guide provides examples of common link load balancing solutions
using the Link Controller.

◆

BIG-IP e-Commerce Guide version 4.5 (optional)
This guide provides detailed configuration information for BIG-IP
e-Commerce Controller systems.

◆

Release notes
Release notes for BIG-IP version 4.6 are available from the product web
server home page, and are also available on the technical support site.
The release notes contain the latest information for BIG-IP version 4.6,
including a list of new features and enhancements, a list of fixes, and, in
some cases, a list of known issues.

◆

Online help
You can find help online in three different locations:
• The web server on the product has PDF versions of the guides
included in the Administrator Kit.
• The web-based Configuration utility has online help for each screen.
Simply click the Help button.
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• Individual bigpipe commands have online help, including command
syntax and examples, in standard UNIX man page format. Simply
type the command followed by the word help, and the BIG-IP system
displays the syntax and usage associated with the command.

Stylistic conventions
To help you easily identify and understand important information, our
documentation uses the stylistic conventions described below.

Identifying new terms
To help you identify sections where a term is defined, the term itself is
shown in bold italic text. For example, a virtual server is a specific
combination of a virtual address and virtual port, associated with a content
site that is managed by a BIG-IP system or other type of host server.

Identifying references to objects, names, and commands
We apply bold text to a variety of items to help you easily pick them out of a
block of text. These items include web addresses, IP addresses, utility
names, and portions of commands, such as variables and keywords. For
example, with the bigpipe pool <pool_name> show command, you can
specify a specific pool to show by specifying a pool name for the
<pool_name> variable.

Identifying references to other documents
We use italic text to denote a reference to another document. In references
where we provide the name of a book as well as a specific chapter or section
in the book, we show the book name in bold, italic text, and the
chapter/section name in italic text to help quickly differentiate the two. For
example, you can find information about load balancing methods in the
BIG-IP Reference Guide, Chapter 4, Pools.

Identifying command syntax
We show complete commands in bold Courier text. Note that we do not
include the corresponding screen prompt, unless the command is shown in a
figure that depicts an entire command line screen. For example, the
following command shows the configuration of the specified pool name:
bigpipe pool <pool_name> show

or
b pool <pool_name> show
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Table 1.1 explains additional special conventions used in command line
syntax.
Item in text

Description

\

Indicates that the command continues on the following line, and that users should type the entire
command without typing a line break.

< >

Identifies a user-defined parameter. For example, if the command has <your name>, type in your
name, but do not include the brackets.

|

Separates parts of a command.

[ ]

Indicates that syntax inside the brackets is optional.

...

Indicates that you can type a series of items.

Table 1.1 Command line syntax conventions
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SSL Proxy Selective Re-encryption

Selective re-encryption at the pool level
One of the functions of the SSL proxy is to handle encryption and
decryption tasks that are normally performed by a web server as part of
processing a client request. When configured as a client-side-only proxy, the
proxy decrypts incoming requests before sending them on in plain text to the
target server. When the SSL-to-Server feature is enabled, the proxy provides
an additional level of security by re-encrypting the request before sending it
on to the target server.
SSL proxy server-side re-encryption at the pool level allows you to override
the re-encryption option for selected pools. This is useful for configurations
that include a local pool that does not require server side re-encryption and a
remote fallback pool that requires server-side re-encryption. In order for
selective re-encryption to function correctly, the pool must be referenced by
a proxy that has server-side re-encryption enabled. For information on
setting up server-side re-encryption on a proxy, see the BIG-IP Reference
Guide.

To configure selective re-encryption for a pool using the
Configuration utility
Follow these steps to configure SSL server-side re-encryption on a pool
using the Configuration utility. SSL server-side re-encryption is enabled by
default.
1. In the navigation pane, click Pools.
The Pools screen opens.
2. In the Pool Name list, click the pool name for which you want to set
up SSL server-side re-encryption.
This displays the properties of that pool.
3. Check the Enable ServerSSL box to enable SSL server-side
re-encryption. Clear the Enable ServerSSL box to disable this
feature.

To configure selective re-encryption for a pool from the
command line
The serverssl option enables and disables the server-side re-encryption
feature for the pool being defined. SSL re-encryption is enabled by default
for all server-side connections. If this option is set to disable, server-side
re-encryption is disabled on the target pool even when server-side
re-encryption is enabled on the proxy.
To configure server-side re-encryption for a pool from the command line,
type the bigpipe pool command, using the appropriate arguments, as
follows:
bp pool <pool_name> serverssl <enable | disable>

To view the status of server-side re-encryption for a pool from the command
line, type the following bigpipe pool command:
bp pool <pool_name> serverssl show
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Node Counting Rule Function

The active_nodes function
This version of the BIG-IP software includes a new rule function,
active_nodes(), that you can use to select a pool based on how many nodes
are available in that pool.
For a node to be considered available, it can not be forced down or marked
down by a monitor. The node must also have a valid route, and must not
have exceeded the connection limit configured for the node. If there are no
nodes available in a pool, the active_nodes function returns a zero (0).
The active_nodes function is useful for configuring rules that load balance
traffic according to the number of nodes that are available for load balancing
on a server or group of servers. For instance, if you have traffic going to a
pool on a local server and a certain number of the nodes on a server go
down, traffic can be automatically sent to a pool in another data center.
To configure a rule to select a pool based on how many nodes are available
in a pool, use the syntax shown in the example in Figure 3.1. The expression
is indicated in boldface.
rule my_rule {
if (active_nodes (local_servers_pool) < 3) {
use pool remote_proxy_pool
}
else {
use pool local_servers_pool
}
}

Figure 3.1 Example of the active_node expression specified within a rule

In Figure 3.1, the element local_servers_pool is the variable operand. The
element < is the relational operator, and the element active_nodes() is the
function. The expression evaluates to the integer 3.
Note

If the <pool_name> specified does not exist, or when an invalid number of
nodes is specified a rule, the active_nodes function returns a 0.

Configuring the active_nodes function in a rule
You can use the Configuration utility or the command line utility to create a
rule that uses the active_nodes function. For information on how to create
pools and other types of rules, see the BIG-IP Reference Guide.
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To configure the active_nodes function using the
Configuration utility
1. In the navigation pane, click Rules.
The Rules screen opens.
2. Click the Add button.
The Add Rule screen opens.
3. In the Name box, type a 1- to 31-character name.
4. In the Type box, select Text Input. The Rule Builder does not
support the active_nodes function.
When you select Text Input, a screen displays in which you can
type the complete text of your rule.
5. When you have finished entering the rule, click Done.

To configure the active_nodes function from the command
line
Syntax
The active_nodes() function takes the following argument:
active_nodes (<pool_name>)

where:
<pool_name> is the name of the target pool.
Example
This function is designed primarily to be used for directly selecting between
pools. The following example of the active_nodes function returns a pool
name:
bp rule <rule_name> {if (active_nodes (<pool1>) == 0) {use pool
<pool2>} else {use pool <pool1>}}
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CRL Authentication Enhancements

Understanding CRL authentication
When presented with a client certificate, the BIG-IP system sometimes
needs to assess the revocation state of that certificate before accepting the
certificate and forwarding the connection to a target server. We recommend
that you use Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) to perform client
certificate verification. OCSP is an industry-standard protocol that ensures
that the BIG-IP system always obtains real-time revocation status during the
certificate verification process. For more information on how to configure
OCSP, see the BIG-IP New Features Guide for PTF-04, Chapter 2, Online
Certificate Status Protocol for the BIG-IP System.
If your configuration prevents you from using OSCP, the BIG-IP system
supports the use of CRL distribution points as an alternative to OCSP for
use with its SSL proxy feature. A Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is a list
of revoked client certificates, which a server system can check during the
process of verifying a client certificate. CRLs can be stored on one or more
LDAP servers.

Enhancements to CRL authentication
This release includes several enhancements to CRL functionality, including
the addition of CRL management using distribution points, and a
configurable update interval that refreshes CRLs at a specified interval.
Before you configure any of the following CRL features, you should review
the section on Authentication in the BIG-IP Reference guide version 4.5,
Chapter 7.
Note

These features are only configurable using the command line utility.
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Configuring CRL distribution points
CRL distribution points are a mechanism used to distribute certificate
revocation information across a network. Distribution points are Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs) or directory names specified in certificates that
identify how CRL information is obtained by the server. Distribution points
can be used in conjunction with CRLs to configure certificate authorization
using any number of LDAP servers.

Activating distribution points
To enable the CRL distribution point feature, type the bigpipe proxy
command, using the following arguments:
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp <enable |
disable>

To assign the LDAP base directory name for certificates that specify the
CRL distribution point in directory name format, type the bigpipe proxy
command, using the following arguments.
where:
<base_dn> is either a URI or directory name, depending on what is defined
in the client certificate:
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp ldapserver [<base
dn> <ldap server ip> <ldap port>]

In order for distribution points to work correctly, URIs and directory names
specified in the proxy must match the names in the CRL exactly.
Tip

If you are specifying a directory name that contains an equals sign, you
need to use the following standard UNIX format: \"base_dn\".

Setting the update interval for CRL distribution points
CRL files can become outdated, and might need to be updated as often as
every day, or as seldom as every 30 days. If your CRL file is out-of-date, the
BIG-IP system rejects all certificates, both valid and invalid. Certificates are
rejected until the SSL proxy fetches a new CRL. For this reason, it is
important to keep your CRL files up-to-date at all times.
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You can specify an update interval for CRL distribution points. The update
interval for distribution points ensures that CRL status is checked at regular
intervals, regardless of the CRL timeout. This helps to prevent CRL
information from becoming outdated before the BIG-IP system checks the
status of a certificate. To specify the update interval for CRL distribution
points, type the bigpipe proxy command using the following arguments.
The update interval setting is disabled by default (0).
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp update interval
<0 or (5-60)>

Setting the time-to-live for retrievals
To set the time-to-live (TTL) in minutes for successful retrievals, type the
bigpipe proxy command, using the following arguments. The default is 60
minutes.
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp ttl OK <10 to
1440>

To set the TTL in minutes for failed retrievals, type the bigpipe proxy
command, using the following arguments. The default is 5 minutes.
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp ttl FAILED <1 to
60>

To set the TTL for pending retrievals, type the bigpipe proxy command,
using the following arguments. The default is 1 minute.
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp ttl PENDING <1 to
5>

Configuring CRL skip processing for CRL distribution points
When it is only necessary to check the user certificate, and not CRL
distribution points for the entire CRL chain, you can enable skip crlchain.
This option is disabled by default.
To enable the skip check feature, type the bigpipe proxy command, using
the following arguments:
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp skip crlchain
<enable | disable>

Allow the use of previously retrieved CRLs when current retrievals fail
When current CRL distribution point retrievals fail or are pending, you can
allow the use of previously retrieved CRLs. This option is disabled by
default.
To enable this feature, type the bigpipe proxy command, using the
following arguments:
bp proxy <ip_addr>:<service> [clientssl] crldp allow failure
<enable | disable>
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